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White Papers Artillery Fire Control System White Papers Artillery Fire Control System Photonic's Artillery Fire Control System is designed to fire directly and indirectly with heavy artillery weapons. System benefits include flexible design and the ability to operate in three different levels of sophistication. For more information, please
download this free official report. R08 Mortar Sight is simple and reliable. It can be used for most types... NS-VS 1x80 Night Vision Add-on Systems desiged for use with coverage for sniper rifles... PHOTONIC develops, manufactures, and distributes opto-mechatronics products for security technology equipment, as well as... Aided
Luminescent Targeting Systems (SALTS) sensors can be used with all small arms equipped with... Before reaching the enviable stage of a self-propelled weapon, automatic fire control system, target acquisition radar, meteorological radar, a variety of munitions including nuclear warheads and guided missiles, artillery has come a long
way. There was a time when regiments were organized in garrisons and field artillery to lay sieges and defend fortifications. Then came a new organization based on the level and means of mobility namely garrisons, horses and field artillery. The first one was repaired and the last two were installed. Still later, followed by newer
organizations based on the caliber of weapons and the size of shells that are light, medium, heavy and super heavy. Packages or mountains, horses and field artillery fall in the category of light artillery and large caliber coastal weapons fall under the super heavy category. Today, we have turned into mountains, fields, medium, heavy and
mortar. This division is based on a combination of factors such as mobility, caliber, range, trajectory and shell size etc. The roots of the Royal Artillery and The Pakistani Artillery are related to the evaluation of the Royal Artillery to the Royal Indian Artillery and then to the Royal Pakistani Artillery, until it became the Artillery Regiment as it is
today. In British India, before 1861, artillery requirements were met by presidential artillery. The year 1861 saw the conversion of presidential artillery into Royal Artillery which continued to serve the British Indian Army until 1 November 1940, when the foundations of the Indian Artillery were laid. Then, after the end of World War II in
August 1945, the Indian Artillery was reassigned as the Royal Indian Artillery. After independence in 1947, pakistan's Royal Indian Artillery complement was converted into the Royal Pakistani Artillery. Finally assuming the national constitution on March 23, 1956, it was decided to re-appoint him as the Artillery Regiment. Pakistani artillery
inherited only eight weapons units, one survey battery, an air observation post flight and two formation headquarters. In addition, the Border Corps has six 3.7-inch howitzers and fifteen 25 pounds. The inherited units are built around an old mountain shooter's steel frame. Old. people have been angry for years serving in border operations
and honed in on the battlefields of Africa, the Middle East, Italy and Burma. Their reaction to the battle was lackluster, instinctive and professional. It was with these men that the regiment was raised and built a formidable arsenal for the Nation in the form of Pakistani Artillery. The Indo Pak War of 1948 During the Kashmir War of 1948,
when the Artillery Regiment was still a newborn, it committed to fighting numerically superior forces. Pakistani artillery operates in Kashmir under several defects except for the spirit and skill of our officers and men. Weapons are employed with great care and full calculation of the risks involved. Despite India's air monopoly, wherever our
weapons were fired, the Indians were shocked and silenced to receive commensurate punishment. Achievements such as manhandling and carrying weapons to heights of more than 9000 feet at the top of Chunj, Kai and other features and involving Indian troops will remain a shining chapter in Pakistani Artillery history. These officers
and men trained before dawn but they were Pakistanis and so were their passion and inspiration. For the first time since the disintegration of the Mughal Empire, people from this part of the land could feel making their own history. Indo Pak War 1965 In 1965 the Artillery Regiment was eighteen years old but already past its teenage years.
The events of 1947-48 have lifted us out of our childhoods into an awareness of responsibility. Indo Pak War in 1965 was the first real test of our troops. The artillery comes out with flying colors and gets a decent appreciation from both friends and enemies. In all sectors from Kashmir in the North to Rann of Kutch in the South, Artillery
played a dominant and decisive role. Timely and accurate fire and the artillery unit's ability to deploy and redeem in adverse combat conditions had a devastating effect on Indian forces. The overall artillery war performance can be easily measured through tributes paid to the gunmen. In April 1948, Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah
visited the site and gave a speech in Durbar which was an honor for the Armored Corps. In April 1948, the first ratification parade was held for the first batch of recruits who fainted and since then a steady flow has been maintained. By all accounts, the part played by Artillery can only be referred to as MAGNIFICENT. The result is
MIRACULOUS. They deserve congratulations and thanks from all of us. Field Marshal MOHAMMAD AYUB KHAN I am proud of the part played by our Artillery in this important battle in Sialkot. The outstanding performance of our artillery was recognized even by the enemy. It shook his nerves. Artillery General MOHAMMAD MUSA has
given which was good about him in the war and without a doubt emerged as the best fighting arm of the Pakistani Army. Lieutenant General AKHTAR HUSSAIN MALIK The enemy uses its artillery boldly and effectively. Inside particularly in the Corps XI sector, producing devastating results. The enemy uses its Mortars aggressively and in
mobile roles. Mortars are moved at night far ahead of their position to our wings from where they can involve the target in depth, several times even the position of our weapons. Comments by The Indian Indo Pak War of 1971 The obvious problems due to this expansion are thinning, dispersion of experience, lack of balance between the
field, medium and heavy units and problems stemming from the induction of Eastern equipment. In addition, there are training defects due to financial limitations imposed by major fundraisers in the Army. Keeping these serious constraints in view, artillery performance in the 1971 War was truly great and remarkable of any measures. A
brief account of the performance of the war is as under:- In East Pakistan (Now Bangladesh), Artillery units must operate under adverse conditions hostile activities and unfavorable terrain. The transfer of weapons in various sectors alone is no small task. However, the shooters, in keeping with their tradition and training, provide highly
effective fire support for supported arms, at the same time maintaining their weapons. All this is achieved under the conditions of complete enemy air superiority. At the firing performance in East Pakistan, Lieutenant General Lachman Singh Lal, General Officer Commander of the 20th (Indian) Mountain Division, a gunman himself paid
homage to the Pakistani Artillery:- The performance of the Pakistani Artillery in the Bangladesh operation was excellent and commendable Lieutenant General Lachman Singh Lal In West Pakistan artillery performance and fire support effectiveness were just as outstanding. Weapons work and concentration of weapons play havoc with
enemy forces. In some sectors the fighting was intense and fierce but artillery always remained the deciding factor. Whenever a call to fire is made, it is immediately and instantly answered. The following extract from the Military Analysis of the 1971 War by Lieutenant General Azmat Bakhsh Awan is a gist and a true reflection of the
performance of the shooters in the 1971 war. Artillery was employed in a bold and highly effective manner, primarily to support chhamb and ponch operations. Artillery has faithfully responded to the call of duty whenever necessary. Lieutenant General Azmat Bakhsh Cloud Role of Artillery His main function in combat is the establishment
of such fire supremacy in the battle area that the enemy can not interfere with our operations nor can develop itself effectively. Artillery fulfills this function by destroying or neutralizing enemy ground or air weapons by causing casualties for its troops and ultimately by violating its desire to fight. Therefore, artillery has the following Tactical
functions:- To provide fire support to the commander's operational plan to find enemy and other targets Implement an interdication plan Suggesting army field commanders about artillery artillery
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